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As we move from winter into spring, we see

many changes in the natural world. We also see

changes in the way in which we live our lives.

Tilting the Seesaw for Teams has also seen

changes, with educators being online, in lock-

down and back presenting face to face. Same,

same - but different!

In this issue:
- Managing changes and

anxiety

- Tips for managing anxiety

- Visuals to help manage

anxiety



MANAGING CHANGES AND ANXIETY

What does your tamaiti need to know?

What routines will stay the same and what will change?

What do you need to teach your tamaiti? For example they may

need to start applying sunblock regularly when playing outside, is

this something you need to teach them?

Visuals are a constant in this world that is ever changing, what

visuals can you use to support your tamaiti/tamariki?

Changes in the weather and temperature

Changes to uniform or clothing that tamariki wear to school

Additional activities since the weather is getting warmer including

swimming

Camping and outdoor education may be introduced back into the

curriculum 

Playtime options may change, instead of playing in the classroom,

tamariki may be asked to play outside

The key issue in managing any changes is managing anxiety and

knowing your tamaiti (child). The first thing to remember is

preparation! Ask yourself the following questions:

Looking forward, think of the things that are coming up in the fourth

term of the year. These changes could include:

There are a number of stories for information or understanding that

you can use to help explain or teach changes to routines. Carol Grey

has several examples to check out. Have a look at "Safety Wherever I

Go" (version for boys) or "Safety Wherever I Go" (version for girls).

For older tamiriki, check out "What is it? It's R___. A Puzzle Story". It

opens with a word puzzle that leads to a definition and discussion of

resilience. 

Remember when you are creating visuals or social stories to use simple

text and large illustrations. The repetitive format brings predictability

into the content, reinforcing the reassuring message. This is a must for

managing anxiety.

Tilt the seesaw slowly, and remember to be a stress detector!

Find your tamaiti's stressors and remove them, find unmet needs and

meet them. Find the skills they need for this particular season and

teach them.

https://carolgraysocialstories.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/1.-Safety-Wherever-I-Go-Boy.pdf
https://carolgraysocialstories.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/2.-Safety-Wherever-I-Go-Girl.pdf
https://carolgraysocialstories.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/16.-What-is-it_-A-Puzzle-Story.pdf


Below are tips to help reduce anxiety in your person. These are available to

digitally download here.

TIPS FOR MANAGING ANXIETY

https://www.autismnz.org.nz/site_files/25167/upload_files/Tipstohelpreduceanxietyforyourperson(1).pdf?dl=1




Nonverbal charts such as the below help to reduce anxiety by promoting

independence. These are a great way to communicate!

VISUALS TO HELP MANAGE ANXIETY



The below visuals are an example of images you could use to create a personalised

routine for your tamaiti. On the following page there is an example of a morning

routine, as well as a template you can print out to create your own! The template is

designed to be individualised, so be sure to use pictures and colours to personalise

it to your tamaiti.

VISUALS TO HELP MANAGE ANXIETY



There are a number of ways you can use visuals to help manage anxiety. You

can clearly display the day's routine, and make any changes in advance to

allow for processing time. Visuals can also reduce anxiety by limiting the use

of language (especially during times of stress). Check out an example below!

Get in car 8:20am Drive to school with
mum

Arrive at school 8:45am

Tim's Morning Routine

Wake up 7:00am Brush teeth 7:30am Get dressed 7:45am

Eat breakfast 7:50am Put on shoes 8:00am Get school bag 8:10am

Get in car 8:20am Drive to school with
mum

Arrive at school 8:45am

VISUALS TO HELP MANAGE ANXIETY



Get in car 8:20am Drive to school with
mum

Arrive at school 8:45am

______ _______ Routine

MAKE YOUR OWN ROUTINE


